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S SELECTION OF JUICES
Orange, apple, cranberry, pineapple

COKE (330ml)

COKE ZERO  (330ml)

SAN PELLEGRINO LIMONATA

SAN PELLEGRINO ARANCIATA 

KINGSDOWN (750ML)
Still, sparkling

FENTIMANS  
Rose lemonade, Ginger beer, Elderflower presse

FEVER-TREE MIXER
Indian tonic, Light tonic, Mediterranean tonic, Elderflower tonic, Ginger beer,
Ginger ale

Small 2.6 | Large 3.8
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2.9
 

2.7
 

2.7

3.3
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ESPRESSO MARTINI
Absolut Vanilla, Kahlua, espresso,
sugar

APEROL SPRITZ
Aperol, prosecco, soda, orange
slice

PORNSTAR MARTINI
Absolut Vanilla, passion fruit,
pineapple, prosecco

ST GERMAIN SPRITZ
St Germain, prosecco, sparkling
water

9.5

9.5 9.5

9

NEGRONI
Beefeater, Campari, Cinzano
Rosso

SEEDLIP GROVE 
Seedlip, Fever Tree elderflower
tonic, cucumber

LILLET SPRITZ
Lilet, Fever Tree Indian tonic
water

CRODINO
Italian non alcoholic aperitivo

BLOODY MARY
Absolute Vodka, tomato juice, pepper,
salt, Worcestershire sauce, tabasco,
lemon juice

DAIQUIRI
Havana cuban spiced, lime juice,
sugar

OLD FASHIONED 
Makers Mark, sugar, orange, 
angostura bitter

9.5

7.5 4.70

9

TOMMY'S MARGARITA
Olmeca tequila, Agave, lime juice 

Bramble
Beefeater, lemon juice, , sugar

88.5

9.5 9.5

9.5

9.5
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CAMPARI SPRITZ
Campari, prosecco, soda, orange
slice

3.6



G I N  &  T O N I C S
Price includes 50ml measure, premium fever tree tonic and garnish.
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TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA
Crisp juniper and zesty Seville orange, supported further by orange blossom, 
vanilla and allspice. A sun-kissed gin made with Seville oranges and orange
blossom, giving it delicious flavours of the Mediterranean.  Served with Indian
tonic water and an orange wedge.

AVIATION GIN
Based on a ‘Botanical Democracy’ Aviation Gin has a blend of Juniper,
Cardamom, French Lavender, Indian Sarsaparilla, Coriander, Anise seed and
two kinds of orange peel. Founded by the first distiller-bartender partnership
in the industry. It is designed to be softer and smoother than London Dry, with
juniper in the back and citrus and floral notes in the front for a balanced
medley of botanicals taking flavour to new heights.  Served with Indian tonic
water and an lemon twist.

FORDS
A thoughtful mix of nine botanicals, Fords Gin starts with a traditional base of
juniper & coriander seed balanced by citrus, florals and spices. Steeped for 15
hours before distillation, the botanicals deliver an aromatic, fresh and floral
spirit with elegant notes of jasmine and grapefruit. Served with Indian tonic
water and grapefruit.

MALFY GIN CON LIMONE
Malfy Gin Con Limone is a delightfully zesty gin, distilled in Italy with some of
the finest botanicals, including handpicked juniper, Italian sun-ripened lemons
and Amalfi lemon peel. With zesty citrus and background of juniper on the
nose and a taste of lemon zing. This Italian gin is best served with
Mediterranean tonic and a lemon wheel..

12.4

11.2

11.8

Gins that give a fresh, zesty burst of flavour to any G&T.
 50ml

VEUVE CLIQUOT BRUT,
YELLOW LABEL
NV, France, 12%

PROSECCO, EXTRA DRY
NV, Italy, 11.5%, vegan 31

70

6.8
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125ml Bottle

-

GAVI DE GAVI,TERRE ANTICHE, PIEMONTE
Italy, ABV 13%, Vegan, 2020 

- - 39

FULL, GENEROUS, COMPLEX

MACON-VILLAGES,DOMAINE PERRAUD
Burgundy, France, ABV 13%, Vegan 2021

 

-              -          46
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175ml 250ml Bottle

10.6
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HENDRICKS
The iconic medicine bottle shape of the Hendrick's Gin lets you know that you're
in for a quality Gin experience; and with Hendrick's you get an unexpected
infusion of cucumber and rose petals that results in a most iconic Gin.

CAMPARI G&T
Bittersweet Campari balances the astringency of the tonic and complements the
gin’s own botanicals with a trademark infusion of bitter herbs and aromatic plants.
The so-called Milanese G&T is an intriguing, thirst-quenching twist on a classic.
Served with Indian tonic and a wedge of fresh lime.

INVERROCHE AMBER
Inverroche Amber gin is made with botanicals from the coastal regions and dunes
of the Cape Floral Kingdom. It offers notes of sweet citrus, toffee apples, juniper,
delicate flowers and woody spices that linger in the finish. Served with Fever-Tree
ginger beer and garnished With a twist of lemon and a slice of ginger.

11.4

11

12.7

A unique blend of gin and mix that you may never have had and will never forget.  50ml
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12.8

12.2SAPLING
Sapling Gin is a climate positive London dry gin distilled from organic
regenerative wheat. It's a classic twist on a London Dry; bold on the juniper,
refreshingly zesty, and hints of rosemary for a herbaceous finish. Served with
Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic water and garnished with grapefruit.

VILLA ASCENTI
Villa Ascenti Gin is a home-grown Italian gin made with signature ingredients
from the hills of Piemonte, Italy. Crafted with special distillates of fresh mint,
thyme and Moscato grape to create a unique, velvety smooth gin with the
freshest taste. The result is a perfect balance of zesty juniper, the freshest taste
of mint and thyme, with the subtle sweetness of Moscato grape. Served with
Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic water and garnished with lime.

Gins that gives a smooth, fragrant and delicate lift to any G&T.
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LIGHT, BRIGHT, REFRESHING

ALBARINO, LA VAL ORBALLO
Rias Baixas, Spain, ABV 12.5% 
Vegan, 2020

SAUVIGNON BLANC, PEACOCK
WILD FERMENT
Stellenbosch, South Africa, ABV 13%, 
vegan 2020

CHARDONNAY, IGP PAYS D'OC,
MONROUBY
Languedoc, France, ABV 14%, 
vegan 2020

MEDIUM, ELEGANT, MINERAL

-

7.7

-

10.8

38

31.5

9.87 28.5

CATARATTO, DA VERO BIOLOGICO.
OGT, TERRE SICILIANE
Sicila, Italy, ABV 12.5%, 
Vegan/ organic 2020

5.6 7.8 22.5

PINOT GRIGIO, IL BADALIAC, 
DOC DEL VENEZIE
Venezia, Italy, ABV 12.5%, 
Vegan, 2020

6.1 8.5 24.50

W I N E 175ml 250ml Bottle
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WARNER’S RHUBARB
An alluring pink gin that is voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy
explosion. Complemented with Fever-Tree Indian tonic. Garnished with orange.

BEEFEATER BLOOD ORANGE
Beefeater Blood Orange is a bold and refreshing expression from Beefeater.
Inspired by the Orange Gin distilled by Beefeater’s founder, James Burrough in
1876; it has a bitter-sweet flavour of juicy blood orange that gives way to classic
gin aromas of juniper and angelica. Served with Fever-Tree Aromatic tonic
water, garnished with orange.

MALFY ROSA
A pink gin from the citrus-loving gin experts at Malfy. They've taken the Malfy
base of fresh citrus and added tart pink grapefruit and sweet Italian rhubarb,
giving the gin its pink colour but also extra layers of tangy fruity flavour. Served
with Mediterranean tonic water and garnished with grapefruit and rosemary. 

12.6

9.5

11.8

MONKEY 47 SCHWARZWALD DRY
From the Black Forest in Germany. Made with 47 botanicals and bottled at
47%. Complemented with Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic. Garnished with
lemon and berries.

ROKU
A complex Japanese gin with refreshing yuzu citrus top notes and a spicy
shansho pepper twist. Roku means 'six' in Japanese and refers to the six local,
seasonal botanicals which complement eight traditional gin botanicals and
give this spirit a distinctly Japanese character. Paired with Fever-tree Indian
tonic water and garnished with lemon and pepper.

PLYMOUTH
Extremely smooth, creamy and full-bodied with a slight sweetness. On the
nose there is a rich, fresh aroma of juniper followed by notes of coriander and
cardamom. Paired with Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic and rosemary.
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13.8

11.2

10.2

Gins that will take you on a journey along the spice route, via the
Mediterranean and back again to the hedgerows of an English country lane.

 50ml

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 
CIRCUMSTANCE
Stellenbosch, South Africa, Vegan 2018
ABV 14%

43

MALBEC, NIETO
Mendoza, Argentina, 14%, vegan
2018

7.4 10.6 31.5

175ml 250ml Bottle
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CINSAULT ROSÉ, DOMAINE NORDOC, 
VDP DOC, 2020 
Languedoc, France, ABV 12%, vegetarian 
Ripe, red-berry, cherry stone

6.1 8.50 24.5

COTES DE PROVENCE, 
CHATEAU GAIROID ROSE
Provence, France, ABV 13%, organic, 2018 

42.5

FULL, WARM, SPICY

--

--
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BEEFEATER PEACH 
AND RASPBERRY
37.5%
A fresh and fruity gin from Beefeater, made with
seven botanicals, including juniper, lemon peel,
almond and coriander seed, and infused with
peach and raspberry.

GIN MARE
41%
Made in a custom designed still by blending
individual distillations of arbequina olives, thyme,
rosemary, basil, cardamom, coriander and ginger
berries gathered from our own farms and citrus
fruits. Soaked in advance for more than a year in
special large clay jars.

BEEFEATER PINK
37.5%
A mix of Beefeater's classic London Dry Gin and
natural strawberry flavour, resulting in a fresh and
fruity blend of juniper, citrus and sweet
strawberry flavours.

7.64.3

BEEFEATER
40%
One of the world's best-selling gins, Beefeater
London Dry has won more “best gin” awards than
any other brand. It is distilled in a traditional London
dry style using fine botanicals and master distiller
James Burrough's original recipe from the 1800's.
Beefeater London Dry Gin has a remarkably clean
flavour, with a bold juniper character that is
balanced with strong notes of citrus.

7.6 BULLDOG
47%
A delicious English gin made with poppy, dragon
eye, lotus leaves, citrus, almond, lavender and
various other botanicals.

8.4

10.8

HAYMAN'S SLOE GIN
47.3%
Sloe Gin Hayman's Sloe Gin is bursting with
delicious fruity flavours from wild harvested sloe
berries combined with the award-winning
Hayman's London Dry. 

8.6

WARNER'S HONEYBEE
40%
he honeybee gin is infused with luscious local
honey and a dollop of golden nectar from our very
own hives on falls farm. A floral and zesty gin with a
long, lingering and gently sweet finish, It's built
around an infusion of locally-sourced honey,
including honey from their very own hives on their
farm. A floral and zesty gin with a long, lingering
and gently sweet finish.

10.6

HENDRICK'S LUNA
44%
Hendrick's Lunar Gin has mellow spice with subtle
citrus finish and was conceived under the influence
of the celestial light of the moon. It yields an
alluring complexity and delightful warmth, best
suited to night-sipping, moon-gazing and other
sensible modes of contemplation.

9.4

MARTIN MILLER
45.7%
In 1999 Martin Miller had the mad idea to produce
a genius gin by separately distilling citrus and
earthy botanicals and blending to strength with
the purest Icelandic water.

7.8

4.3 4.6

5.9

4.8

5.8

5.2

4.4

7.64.3

TANQUERAY NO. 10
47.3%
Tanqueray No. TEN Gin is distilled four times with
Tanqueray's standard gin botanicals of refreshing
juniper, peppery coriander, aromatic angelica and
sweet liquorice. Whole citrus fruits, including limes,
oranges and pink grapefruit are then added with
chamomile flowers to Tiny Ten, the still from which
the liquid gets its name.

WARNER'S DRY
41.3%
The main three botanicals are juniper, coriander
and cardamom, which have helped to produce a
gin that's so well balanced it can be drunk neat if
you so wish.

10.65.8

9.45.2

TANQUERAY GIN
43.1%
Tanqueray London Dry Gin is distilled four times
and has the perfect balance of four classic gin
botanicals - refreshing juniper, peppery coriander,
aromatic angelica and sweet liquorice.

8.24.6

25ml     50ml 25ml    50ml

MEDIUM, FRUITY, ELOQUENT

- - 39.5SHIRAZ, SMALLTOWN VINEYARD, THE 
BLACK CRAFT.
Barossa Valley, Australia, ABV 14%, 2019 

GARNACHA, RAME, BODEGA BORSAO 
Campa De Borja, Italy, ABV 13%, Vegan 2020

5.6 7.8 22.5

CHIANTI RUFINA, SELVAPIANA
Tuscany, Italy, ABV 13.5% 
Vegan, 2019

- - 45

24.5MERLOT/PINO NERO, LA CAVEA
Veneta, Italy, ABV 13%, Vegan 2020

PINOT NOIR, LA BOUSOLLE
Languedue, France, ABV 12%, vegitarian,
2020.

7.2 10.2 29.5
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D
W I N E 175ml 250ml Bottle

LIGHT, JUICY, EASY

6.1 8.5



ARDBEG 10Y
46%
For peat lovers, Ardbeg 10 Year Old is probably the
highest-quality 'entry-level' single malt on the
market, and the distillery many Islay connoisseurs
would choose as their favourite. A whirlwind of peat
and complex malty flavours.

126.5

 

LAPHROAIG 10Y
40%
Laphroaig 10yo is a full-bodied, smoky gem, with a
residual sweetness and a hint of salt amid the
seaweedy, peaty characters before a long warming
finish. A classic dram.

11.26.1

S P E Y S I D E
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BALVENIE 12Y 
DOUBLE WOOD
40%
A miniature of Balvenie's 12yo DoubleWood. This is
finished in fresh sherry casks for an extra layer of
richness and complexity.

12
GLENFIDDICH 12Y
40%
One of the world's best-selling malts, Glenfiddich
12yo's famous triangular bottle is a fixture in
practically every bar on the globe. Light and 
easy-drinking stuff loved by millions.

GLENFIDDICH 15Y
40%
Immensely popular Glenfiddich variant. Using a
Solera system common in the maturation of quality
sherry, 15yo malt from three different types of
casks is married together in a wooden vat, which is
constantly topped up to ensure the quality is
maintained.

9.6

10.2

5.3

5.6CHIVAS REGAL 12Y
40%
The blend for grown-ups, for people who have
made their rites of passage and are ready to
enjoy their success. Sweet, but not cloying.
Buxom, but not overblown. Balanced. 9/10.' Paul
Pacult in Whisky Magazine April 2000

8.44.7

GLENMORANGIE 10Y
40%
The original expression of our elegant, floral spirit
and the real backbone of the Glenmorangie range.
A ten-year-old single malt, Glenmorangie Original
is produced by marrying the delicate spirit that
emerges from Scotland's tallest stills, with first and
second fill American white oak ex bourbon casks.

AUCHENTOSHAN 12Y
40%
This Auchentoshan 12-year-old expression
replaced the old 10 year-old when the range was
totally revamped. Elegant and refined, with those
classic Auchentoshan notes of vanilla and almonds.

SMOKEY MONKEY
40%
Created to add a smoky edge to classic cocktail,
Smokey Monkey is a blend of malt whiskies – one
of which is peated. Matured in ex-bourbon casks,
the palate offers notes of sweet vanilla, fiery black
pepper and bright citrus, with waves of earthy peat
smoke building in the background.

MONKEY SHOULDER 
40%
Monkey Shoulder is a mix of three different
Speyside single malts and is great with mixers or
just on its own. Smooth, sweet and very easy to
drink.

9.65.3 11.26.1

9.25.1 8.44.7

25ml    50ml 25ml     50ml
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B O T T L E S  &  C A N S

5.4

4.85

PERONI 
5.1%
Italy

SOL
4.4%
Mexico

DAURA DAMM GF
5.4%
Spain

VEDETT BLONDE
5.2%
Belgium

OLD MOUT FLAVOURS
4.5%
New Zealand

BULMERS
4.5%
England

5.8

6.4 5.5

4.7

4.7

5.5

HEINEKEN 0.0
0.0%
Holland

ERDINGER ALCOHOL FREE
0.0%
Germany

ERDINGER WEISSBIER
5.1%
Germany

GAMMA RAY
5.4%
London

3.8 4.7
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PUNK AF
0.5%
Scotland

4.2

4.7BUDWEISER BUDVAR
5%
Czech Republic

6.5



BUFFALO TRACE
43.2%
A deep amber whiskey with a complex aroma of
vanilla, mint and molasses. Sweet to the taste;
notes of brown sugar & spice give way to oak,
toffee, dark fruit & anise. Finishing long & smooth
with serious depth.

MAKER'S MARK
45%
One of the rising stars in the premium bourbon
market, with a growing following in the UK due to
its distinctive looks and exceptional quality.

8.64.8

TULLAMORE DEW XO
43%
A limited edition of fewer than 2500 bottles from
Tullamore DEW, made up of 18-year-old whiskey
that was finished in a complex combination of
oloroso sherry, port, madeira and bourbon casks.
It's a spicy dram with a rich seam of fruity flavour
running through the middle.

7.84.4
 

JAMESON IRISH
40%
Hugely popular Irish blend, renowned for its affinity
with ginger ale. The default springboard into the
fascinating world of Irish whiskey, Jameson's
quality has improved massively in the last 10-15
years and it's one of Jim Murray's favourites, with 95
points in the Whisky Bible 2013.

7.64.3

NIKKA PURE BLACK
43%
Jim Murray scored different batches of Pure Malt
Black with 92 and 95 points respectively. This is a
great dram, a blended malt made up of whisky
from Nikka's Yoichi and Miyagikyo distilleries. Full
of fruit, balanced oak, peat and toffee.

ROE & CO
45%
Roe & Co was launched in 2017, marking Diageo's
return to Irish whiskey. A blend of malt and grain
from various distilleries across the country, it's been
matured predominantly in first-fill bourbon casks.
This has a velvety, creamy texture and notes of
sweet fruit and vanilla.

JAMESON 
BLACK BARREL
40%
A special pot still whiskey-heavy version of
Jameson. Black Barrel has lots of first-fill bourbon
and sherry casks in the mix, giving it a much richer
flavour than regular Jameson, with a strong
sherried note.

8.84.9

10.45.7

SUNTORY TOKI
43%
Inspired by that interplay, Suntory Whisky Toki
brings together old and new -the House of
Suntory's proud heritage and its innovative spirit- to
create blended Japanese whisky that is both
groundbreaking and timeless.

95 29.215.1
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BULLEIT BOURBON
45%
Packaged in an old-style bottle, Bulleit whiskey has
developed a loyal following in the UK. The high rye 
content (around 30%) gives this bourbon a spicy kick.

8.44.7

8.24.6

9.7

10.5

10.1

JAMESON & GINGER
50ml Jameson served with Fever-Tree Ginger Ale
 
MONKEY SHOULDER & GINGER
50ml Monkey Shoulder served with Fever-Tree Ginger Ale

GLENFIDDICH HIGHBALL
50ml Glenfiddich 12 served with Fever-Tree Soda

25ml    50ml 25ml   50ml
BEAVERTOWN NECK OIL
4.3%
London

BRIXTON ALTLANTIC A.P.A
5.4%
London

CAMDEN HELLS
4.6%
London

CAMDEN PALE ALE
4.0%
London

VOODOO RANGER
5.3%
USA

SIREN PASTEL PILS
4.8%
London

BIRRA MORETTI
4.6%
Italy

BEAVERTOWN GAMMA RAY
5.4%
London

ORCHARD THIEVES
4.5%
Ireland

MAGIC ROCK - SAUCERY
3.9%
UK

GUINNESS
4.2%
Ireland 

6.3

6.1

5.5

5.5
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5.9

6.6
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A ABSOLUT
Sweden, 40%
The main ingredients in Absolut Vodka are 
water and winter wheat grown in the fields of 
Åhus, Sweden. The water comes from a deep 
well in Åhus where it’s protected from impurities.
With its refined nature and no added sugar, 
Absolut vodka blends perfectly with other aromas.

7.64.3

CIROC
France, 40%
Ciroc, made from 'snap frost' grapes that 
are cold fermented before being distilled in a
combination of steel and copper stills. The end
result is a crisp and clean-tasting French vodka.

9.45.2

ABSOLUT VANILIA
Sweden, 40%
Absolut Vanila is rich, robust and complex. It has a
distinct character of vanilla, notes of butterscotch
and hints of dark chocolate.

7.64.3

HAKU
Japan, 40%
This premium Japanese vodka is distilled from
Hakumai – 100% pure Japanese white rice – to
create ‘Jyunpaku’ – pure and brilliant vodka.
Filtered through bamboo charcoal, this spirit has 
a soft, subtly sweet taste with richer, grain notes.

9.85.4

7.64.3

10.25.6

8.64.8

9.25.1

ABSOLUT CITRON
Sweden, 40%
In this iconic vodka, lemon and lime are blended to
produce a spirit with a distinct, well-balanced citrus
flavour but also with a hint of sweetness. Absolut
Citron is made exclusively from natural ingredients.

BELVEDERE
Poland, 40%
A bottle of glorious quadruple-distilled rye
vodka of extraordinary purity, Belvedere is as
well known for its beautiful bottle as for its
quality. A style-bar favourite.

KETEL ONE
Holland, 40%
Super premium vodka, recommended by top
bartenders, from the Nolet Family Distillery,
Schiedam, Holland. Ketel One Vodka has 
been crowned ‘Best Selling Vodka'.

REYKA
Iceland, 40%
Reyka is a small batch vodka produced in Iceland
using a process that includes the filtration through
lava rock. Made in one of only six carter head stills
in the world, this is made from a mixture of wheat
and barley.

S P I R I T S

CASAMIGOS MEZCAL
Mexico 40%
Casamigos – famously co-founded by actor
George Clooney – returns, expanding its range
with this 100% agave, artisanal Mezcal made in
Oaxaca, Mexico. Earthy, fruity and full of rich, 
thick smoke flavour, this deceptively clean, easy-
drinking spirit will appeal to fans of peated whisky
and Tequila-lovers looking for an adventure.

OLMECA REPOSADA
Mexico, 38%
Olmeca Gold is a blend of young and aged
tequilas, matured in white American oak barrels,
resulting in a slightly sweet tequila with a 
hint of smoke.

PATRON REPOSADO 
Mexico, 40%
A halfway house between the delicious Patron
Blanco and the sublime Anejo, this reposado is
one of the finest available anywhere. A really
excellent tequila.
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CASAMIGOS
BLANCO TEQUILA
Mexico 40%
George Clooney has joined up with friends to
produce Casamigos Blanco Tequila. Produced
originally for personal consumption, this superbly
smooth tequila is now available for the world to
share. Rested for two months, this wonderful Blanco
has tasting notes of citrus, vanilla and sweet agave.

HERRADURA BLANCO
Mexico, 40%
Produced by Casa Herradura in the Sierre-Madre
mountain range, this fine Plata Tequila is aged for
forty days in oak barrels before bottling. It is distilled
from nothing but 100% blue agave plants which are
harvested when between 7 and 10 years of age.

OLMECA BLANCO
Mexico, 38%
Award-winning Mexican Tequila Olmeca Altos Plata 
is a 100% Agave Tequila of astonishing character
and unprecedented smoothness. Olmeca Altos is
exclusively produced in the Los Altos Region, in the
Highlands of Central Mexico.

13.27.114.27.6

10.65.3

7.64.37.64.3

9.65.3

25ml     50ml25ml      50ml
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M HAVANA CLUB 3YR 
Cuba, 40%
Every single drop has aged for a minimum of three
years. The nose is a full bouquet of smooth aromas,
hints of oak, molasses and sugar cane. The taste is
well-balanced and complex: a sweet, mild, fruity
flavour with a hint of citrus.

7.64.3 HAVANA ESPECIAL
Cuba, 40%
Premium Blended Aged Gold Rum A blend of old
and young rums with the lightness of white rums
and robust aromas of dark rums. Havana Anejo
Especial has intense aromas with hints of vanilla,
honey and cinnamon.

7.84.4

HAVANA CLUB 7YR
Cuba, 40%
“The very essence of Cuban rum” as described by
its creator, the late great Don José Navarro. Havana
Club 7 Años perfectly demonstrates the versatility
of high- quality Cuban rum, as well as the deep
commitment and expertise of our Rum Masters to 
a complex ageing process.

8.24.6

7.64.3

8.84.9

95HAVANA CUBAN SPICED
Cuba, 35%
Blending our double aged rum with exotic flavours
and warming spiced. It balances sweet vanilla and
aromatic spiced with hints of juicy ripe guava,
toasted coconut and fresh pineapple. 

APPLETON ESTATE 
SIGNATURE
Jamaica, 40%
The Signature rum from Appleton Estate has had
quite the makeover! The fabulous Jamaican rum
has been aged in small casks before being 
blended and married in oak.

WRAY & NEPHEW
Jamaica, 64%
More than just a rum, it is an intrinsic part of
Jamaican culture, tradition and everyday living, 
and in the UK it represents the proud, bold spirit 
of the island and its people. Characterised by 
citrus, pear and pineapple notes with a long 
and spicy finish, it is a very versatile liquid.
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Y COURVOISIER VSOP 

France, 40%
Courvoisier V.S.O.P. Cognac is a skillfully crafted
blend of several crus with a perfect balance
between the floral and fruity Fins Bois and
harmonious Grande and Petite Champagnes, 
each at the peak of their aromatic potential.

9.45.2 HENNESSY XO
France, 40%
The original 'extra-old' cognac, first bottled in 
1870 by Maurice Hennessy for family and friends. 
Darker and much more complex than the VSOP,
with appealing leather and tobacco notes and 
a touch of spice – a great cigar Cognac.

35.4

84.5

18.2
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S ANTICA SAMBUCA
Italy, 38%
Antica Sambuca Classic is a sweet and natural
spirit obtained from the distillation of the infusion
of anise star fruits and 17 herbs and spices in
alcohol. The taste is velvety and harmonious, 
with a pleasantly intense anise note.

74 JAGERMEISTER
Germany, 35%
A delicate blend of 56 carefully selected botanicals
- herbs, roots, fruits and spices. Matured in oak
barrels for up to one year.

84

25ml   50ml 25ml     50ml

HENNESSY VS
France, 40%
The original 'extra-old' cognac, first bottled in 
1870 by Maurice Hennessy for family and friends. 
Darker and much more complex than the VSOP,
with appealing leather and tobacco notes and 
a touch of spice – a great cigar Cognac.


